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Studies of the development
and plasticity of the visual pathway are well documented,
but a basic question remains open:
what is the physiological
status of the system prior to extensive visual experience?
Somewhat
conflicting
answers
have been put forward, and in a major area, binocular vision,
reports have ranged from severe immaturity
to well-developed maturity. This is an important question to resolve since
binocular
cells in the visual cortex are thought to be the
neural substrate
for stereoscopic
depth perception.
We have addressed
this question by recording from single
cells in the striate cortex of kittens at postnatal
ages 2, 3,
and 4 weeks and from adults for comparison.
Gratings with
sinusoidal
luminance
distribution
are presented
to left, right,
or both eyes. For each cell, we determine
optimal values for
orientation
and spatial frequency.
Relative phase (retinal disparity) is then varied in a dichoptic
sequence
so that binocular interaction
may be studied.
Results are as follows. In the normal adult, we have shown
in previous work that most binocular
interaction
in the visual
cortex can be accounted
for on the basis of linear summation. Results from 3 and 4 week postnatal kittens are closely
similar to those from adults. All types of binocular interaction
found in adults are present in kittens. This includes phasespecific and non-phase-specific
suppression
or facilitation.
Furthermore,
monocular
and binocular tuning characteristics
are comparable
in kittens and adults. The clear changes that
occur with age are optimal spatial frequencies
and peak
responses.
In addition,
at 2 weeks, there is a substantially
higher proportion
of monocular
cells compared
to other ages
and correspondingly,
lower relative numbers
of cells that
exhibit phase-specific
or suppressive
binocular interactions.
From increases
in optimal spatial frequency
and interpupillary distance with age, we calculated
predicted
changes
in binocular
disparity
thresholds
(stereo acuity) with age.
Although
there are methodological
limits with respect to the
behavioral
testing of young kittens, the predicted
results are
comparable
to some of the values obtained.
Considered
together, our results show that the physiological
apparatus
for
binocular
vision is functional
at an early stage in postnatal
development.
It is possible that the connections
that underlie
this function
are developed
rapidly during early postnatal
experience.
An alternative
possibility
is that there is an elaborate genetic organization
of binocular
vision, but our study
does not address this issue directly. A combination
of these
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factors may be applicable.
In any case, although
major refinements
occur in stereoscopic
vision postnatally,
the
physiological
connections
that underlie
this function
are
operational
at a very early postnatal
age.

The development and plasticity of visual function has been
studied extensively by useof behavioral, physiological, anatomical, and neurochemicalapproaches.This work hasengendered
a considerableliterature, which is reviewed in several articles
(see,e.g.,Fregnecand Imbert, 1984;Mitchell and Timney, 1984).
In order to understandthe limits and rules of plasticity, one
requires firm knowledgeof normal visual functions at various
stagesof development. By far the most studied animal in this
work is the cat. At birth, a kitten’s eyelidsare sealedand optical
quality of the eye is poor (Thorn et al., 1976; Freemanand Lai,
1978).However, optical function improves markedly during the
first few postnatal weeks, and measurementsof retinal image
quality suggestthat visual performance is not limited by this
non-neural factor (Bonds and Freeman, 1978).
There is a somewhat surprising paucity of data on development of peripheral connections in the retina and LGN. Physiological studiesof the retina of the kitten show that brisk visual
responsesof ganglioncellsoccur during the third postnatal week
(Hamasaki and Flynn, 1977; Rusoff and Dublin, 1977). However, receptive fieldsare generally large,responsesare weak, and
antagonistic surrounds are poorly defined. These same characteristicshave been observed in the caseof the LGN (Daniels
et al., 1978; Ikeda and Tremain, 1978).
Developmentally, most attention has been paid to the visual
cortex. Physiological studies of cortical cells in kittens have
resultedin a face-off of Nativist and Empiricist views. The Nativist notion is supported by the original work of Hubel and
Wiesel(l963) who observed, from a small population of cells,
that the main responseproperties found in adult cortex, that is,
direction and orientation selectivities, and binocularity, were
also presentin the visually inexperiencedcortex of kittens. The
Empiricist concept is invoked by the reports of Barlow and
Pettigrew (197 1) and Pettigrew (1974), who noted that the cortical cellsof visually inexperiencedkittens did not exhibit stimulus specificity. Although somesubsequentreports suggestpositions betweenthe two extreme views (e.g., Blakemoreand Van
Sluyters, 1975; Fregnac and Imbert, 1978; Bonds, 1979; Derrington and Fuchs, 198l), more recent work tends to support
the original claim of Hubel and Wiesel (1963) that the major
elementsof visual specificity are genetically programmed.They
do not begin to deteriorate, in the event of visual deprivation
in the kitten, until 3 or 4 weeks postnatal (Albus and Wolf,
1984; Braastad and Heggelund, 1985). However, beyond that
period, deprivation causesdeterioration of visual processes
(see,
e.g., Mitchell and Timney, 1984)and thesemay occur relatively
quickly (e.g., Freeman et al., 1981; Freeman and Olson, 1982).
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It is clear. therefore. that normal visual exnerience is reauired
for proper development of the visual system.
In all the studies noted above, the focus of attention has been
on monocular properties of cells. Very little attention has been
paid to the binocular system. An anatomical study of ocular
dominance columns and their development in layer IV of the
kitten’s visual cortex suggests that column formation begins
before 3 weeks of age and is adultlike at about 6 weeks (LeVay
et al., 1978). The only physiological study of the development
of binocular vision apnearsto be that of Pettiarew (1974). He
found that binocular disparity selectivity was nearly entirely
absent in postnatal weeks 2, 3, and 4. Only in the fifth week
doesit appearand even then, the majority of cellsdo not exhibit
binocular disparity selectivity (Pettigrew, 1974, his Fig. 8). This
is a remarkable finding since it suggeststhat development of
binocularity lags considerably behind that of the monocular
system.
To clarify this issue, we have examined quantitatively the
development of binocular vision in the kitten’s striate cortex.
We usea robust visual stimulation technique that employslarge,
bright gratings whose relative phase between the two eyes is
varied to alter retinal disparity. Our results demonstrate that
disparity-selective cellsare ascommon in 3 and 4 weekpostnatal
kittens as they are in adults. Even at 2 weeks, a substantial
number of the cellsthat could be driven were disparity selective.
Estimatesof the width of tuning of disparity-selective cellsshow
extensive overlap with those for adults. We conclude that the
physiological facility for binocular disparity selectivity is present
as early as one can effectively measureit. This suggeststhat it
is a genetically programmed function that requires visual experience primarily for maintenance and refinement. We cannot
rule out the possibility, however, that a considerableamount of
neuronal development that is relevant to this function, occurs
during an early postnatal period.

Materials

and Methods

Animals. We studied 13 kittens in three age groups: 2 weeks postnatal
(P14, i.e., 14 d after birth), 3 weeks postnatal (P2 1, i.e., 21 dafter birth),
and 4 weeks postnatal (P28, i.e., 28 d after birth). Recordings for all
kittens were begun at the exact age or 1 d before or after. In this article,
when we refer to 2,3, or 4 week kittens, we mean that their physiological
recordings were begun within 1 d of postnatal days 14, 2 1, or 28, respectively. Data from 11 adult cats are also used for comparison. The
kittens were reared in a laboratory colony of mixed-breed and Millhill
cats. A daily cycle of 16 hr light and 8 hr dark was used in the colony.
Animals were checked daily to make sure ofgeneral health and to ensure
that eyes were not infected.
Physiologicalpreparation.
On the appropriate postnatal day, a kitten
was premeditated prior to surgery by subcutaneous injection of a tranquilizer (acepromazine, 1 mg.kggl) and a cholinergic blocker to reduce
secretion (atropine, 0.2 mg.kg-I). A mixture of halothane (generally
2.5%) in oxygen was used to induce anesthesia. Once anesthesia was
achieved, a femoral vein on an anterior or a posterior limb was cannulated. A rectal thermometer was inserted at a sufficient depth to
monitor core temperature, ECG (electrocardiogram) needle electrodes
were positioned cross-axially, and EEG (electroencephalogram) screw
electrodes were fixed in the skull above the frontal sinus. A tracheal
cannula was inserted and anesthesia was continued with intravenous
injections of sodium thiamylal (Surital) as required.
After placement of the animal in a stereotaxic frame, a small craniotomy was performed around Horsley-Clarke coordinates P4 L2. In the
case of kittens at 2 and 3 weeks postnatal, bone structure in the skull
is relatively fragile and suture borders between sections are especially
weak. Special procedures are therefore required to secure the youngest
kittens in position. For this purpose, small machine screws were placed
into the skull bone at several locations and a low-heat dental impression

comnound (Mizzv Inc.) was used. which is pliable when heated and
hardens upon cooling. We placed the heated material around the skull
avoiding the area through which an electrode would be placed. The head
of a bolt was submerged in the compound and after hardening, it was
used to secure the head to the stereotaxic frame so that ear bars could
be avoided. For kittens, we used the lamda suture rather than HorsleyClarke coordinates and performed the craniotomy around a region 4
mm anterior and 2 mm medial to the suture. Dura mater beneath the
craniotomy was reflected and removed. A microelectrode was positioned at an angle of lo” medial and 5” anterior with the intention of
traversing the medial bank of the postlateral gyms as the electrode was
lowered through striate cortex. A 3% agar gel at 38°C was placed around
the electrode, and a sealed chamber was created with melted wax.
The animal was placed in front of a tangent screen and given a loading
dose (around 10 mg kg- I) of gallamine triethiodide (Flaxedil) to cause
paralysis so that eye movement was minimized. The cat was connected
to a ventilator to provide artificial respiration with a mixture of N,O
(70%) and 0, (30%). Paralysis was maintained with Flaxedil infused at
the rate of 10 mg.kggl.hr-lsl.
The Flaxedil is mixed with 5% dextrose
or lactated Ringer’s solution (1 and 3 ml.hr-lsl for kittens and adults,
respectively). Pupils were dilated with atropine (1 o/o),and nictitating
membranes were retracted with phenylephrine hydrochloride (10%).
Contact lenses with 4 mm artificial pupils were placed on each cornea.
Temperature was monitored and maintained by use of a feedbackcontrolled heating pad unit at around 38°C. Intratracheal pressure was
monitored with a pressure gauge in the input tube from the respirator.
ECG traces and end-tidal CO, levels were also monitored. Expired CO,
was maintained at around 4.5% by adjusting tidal volume ofthe pump
and occasionally by adding CO, to the gas mixture. Light anesthesia
was maintained by supplementation of the N,O with intravenous infusion of Surital(1 mg . kg- I. hr I). Anesthesia was considered sufficient
when pinches of a paw and tactile stimulation of an eyelid elicited no
resnonse and EEG nattems were svnchronized.
&raratus. A block diagram of ‘our setup is illustrated in Figure 1.
The cat faces a tangent screen upon which visual stimuli are backprojected via a modified overhead projector. Rectangular bright bars of
variable dimensions may be presented manually via joy stick-controlled
pen-motors. This system is used for initial exploration of receptive
fields. Visual stimuli are also presented via CRT monitors placed so
that left, right, or both eyes may be stimulated as shown in Figure 1.
With these CRT monitors, large (30” x 20”) bright (250 cd/m2) gratings
with sinusoidal luminance distribution are presented via beam splitters
to either eve or to both eves together. Action potentials from individual
neurons are recorded with electrolytically sharpened tungsten wires insulated with glass micropipettes (Levick, 1972). Potentials are amplified,
displayed on an oscilloscope, and fed to an audio monitor. To isolate
single-cell activity, a window discriminator is used from which spike
data are sent to a computer for analysis.
Procedure. Once a cell is isolated, receptive fields are explored manually with bright bars of variable dimensions. We characterize the cell
types, that is, simple or complex, based on the standard criteria of
discrete ON and OFF zones in the former case and mixed ON and OFF
areas in the latter (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962). An additional criterion
based on responses of cells to sinusoidal grating stimuli is also used to
aid classification (see below). The ocular dominance of the cell is then
noted according to the subjective 7 level scale of Hubel and Wiesel
(1962) [cells excitable through only one eye are classed as group 1
(contralateral) or group 7 (ipsilateral), those activated equally by either
eye are group 4, and the remaining categories designate cells driven by
either eye but more strongly by one].
After the initial subjective characterization of the cell is completed,
the two CRT displays are positioned so that receptive fields are projected
via the beam splitters onto the approximate centers of the screens.
Quantitative tests are then made with drifting gratings in order to obtain
optimal values of orientation, spatial, and temporal frequencies. To do
this, we begin with a grating drifted at 2 Hz in front of one eye. This
temporal frequency appears to activate all cells in the striate cortex
(Movshon et al., 1978). Gratings are presented under computer control
at several orientations (usually seven) clockwise and counterclockwise
from the preferred orientation estimated by the initial tests. The same
procedure is then used to determine optimal spatial frequency. In some
cases, a temporal frequency set is also run but as noted above, temporal
tuning for cortical cells is quite broad and 2 Hz is generally a nearmaximal value. All presentations in these and in subsequent tests are
4 set in duration, and multiple trials, generally 5-l 0, are used for each
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variable. All conditions in each sequence are randomly interleaved to
reduce possible difficulties due to response variability.
A dichoptic stimulus set is then run with drifting gratings of optimal
parameters. The initial phase of one grating (generally the right) is fixed
while that of the other is shifted in 30” steps so that 12 relative phase
shifts cover 360”. In some cases, 45” steps for eight relative phase values
are also used. The phase-shifted gratings constitute changes in retinal
disparity. Monocular tests and uniform fields with mean luminance
equal to that of the grating patterns (blanks) are included in these runs
to allow direct comparisons of monocular and binocular responses and
to enable estimates of spontaneous activity, respectively.
Note that this procedure permits the determination of responses at
relative retinal disparities. We are not able to measure absolute disparity
responses. However, absolute disparity information is not critical because in this study, as in previous work, we are only interested in the
degree of disparity selectivity (Freeman and Robson, 1982; Ohzawa and
Freeman, 1986a). Since gratings are presented at the optimal orientation,
disparity shifts are made along the dimension perpendicular to the preferred orientation. Perhaps the most serious technical problem with our
procedure, as in other studies of a similar nature (e.g., Ferster, 1981;
LeVay and Voigt, 1988), is the control of eye position. We use a reversible ophthalmoscope to project optic disks and approximate locations of areae centrales, but this does not yield precise estimates of
fundus landmarks, especially in the case of young kittens. During the
experiments, eye position is not monitored so that eye movements,
which occasionally occur in paralyzed cats (Rod&k et al., 1967; Ferster,
198 1), could occur during a dichoptic test. This would be seen as a shift
in the PSTH (peristimulus time histogram) data.
There are two reasons why we believe that this is not a serious problem
for the work described here. First, data from tests are monitored in real
time so that apparent shifts in response phase may be detected during
each sequence. This only occurs rarely and when it does, we stop the
test and restart it again. The second reason why we believe that eye
stability is not a problem here is that we have repeated a given sequence
after a delay of around 15 min for a number of cells. In these cases,
closely similar results have been obtained. In this context, it is important
to note that our experiments only require relative phase. For this purpose, eye position must be stable only for the duration of each test
(around 7 min). Stability is not required across separate runs or between
recordings from sequences of cells since the grating stimuli we use are
large and periodic. This means that eye movements that occur between
runs will shift the facilitation-suppression
cycle (disparity tuning) along
the phase axis, but not alter the basic pattern.
Histology. During the experiments, at the end of each penetration, a
lesion was made by passing 10 FA (DC current, electrode tip negative)
for 10 set through the electrode tip. The electrode was then slowly
withdrawn and several more lesions were made at regular intervals. At
the end of each electrophysiological recording session, a lethal dose of
sodium pentobarbital (Nembutal) was given to the kitten (35 mg) or cat
(75 mg) by intravenous injection. The animal was then perfused transcardially through the left ventricle with Ringer’s solution followed by
10% formalin in saline. A large section of brain was removed in a block
with a side parallel to the electrode tracks, and it was immersed in a
30% sucrose solution. The block was then sectioned at 40 pm on a
freezing microtome, and sections from the region of each electrode track
were mounted and stained with thionin. A projection system on the
microscope was used to provide sketches of lamina. Examination of
these data showed that all recordings were from striate cortex (area 17)
and cells were recorded from all lamina. Although sample size for each
lamina is too small for definitive conclusions, there are no obvious
laminar differences with respect to particular physiological function that
we can identify.

Results
We studied a total of 24 cats. Of these, 13 were kittens of ages
2,3, or 4 weekspostnatal and 11 wereadults. Altogether, a total
of 425 neurons were held for sufficient periods of time so that
detailed study waspossibleand our full protocol could be completed. This number excludes cells with weak or erratic responsesfrom which we were not able to obtain reliable data.
Of this total, 5 1, 121, 78, and 175 cellswere recorded from 2,
3, and 4 week postnatal kittens and from adults, respectively.
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Figure 1. A schematic depiction of the apparatus is shown for electrophysiological recording from single cells in the visual cortex. Monoptic or dichoptic visual stimulation is achieved with this system. For
details, see Materials and Methods.

Adult cats
As in numerous other studies, we are able to classify cells as
simple or complex. For the former type, discrete ON and OFF
regionsare discernedwith flashing bright bars presentedat the
optimal orientation. An additional criterion is used to classify
simple and complex cells. Responsesof simple cells to drifting
sinusoidalgratings are highly modulated at the temporal frequency of the grating drift. Complex cells, on the other hand,
show relatively unmodulated firing to the same stimuli. We
therefore classify a cell as simple if the depth of responsemodulation (the ratio of the first harmonic amplitude in the PSTH
at the temporal frequency of drift, to the DC component amplitude) is greater than 1.0. Otherwise, the cell is classifiedas
complex (DeValois et al., 1982; Skottun et al., 1991).
Data from a representative simple cell are shown in Figure
2. In Figure 2, A and B, resultsare given for monocular testsof
left and right eyesto determine optimal orientation and spatial
frequency. For this cell, peak values are 30” and 15” for left and
right eyes, and 0.75 cycles/degree(c/degree) for both eyes, respectively. Note that responsesare stronger for one eye (the
right eye) and that preferred orientation differs by around 15”
ashasbeen reported in other studies(e.g., Nelson et al., 1977).
A small difference (1O-l So)of preferred orientation for the two
eyesis found for most cells and consistently in one direction.
This most likely is the result of cycle-rotation of the eyes in
a paralyzed preparation (Blakemore et al., 1972; Bishop, 1978).
It is also clear that tuning is quite narrow for both variables.
Bandwidths for orientation and spatial frequency are 25” and
1.7 octaves, respectively, and thesevalues fall within the range
of values found in previous studies (e.g., Henry et al., 1974;
Watkins and Berkley, 1974; Heggelundand Albus, 1978).
Data from binocular tests are shown in Figure 2, C and D.
In Figure 2C, PSTH data are given for eight relative interocular
phase(retinal disparity) values. Each disparity is separatedby
45” from the next value. In addition to the eight disparities,data
are included for a null test in which no stimulus is presented,
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Figure 2. Responses of a simple cell from an adult cat are presented here. A, Orientation tuning curves are shown for left (open circles) and right
(solid circles) eyes. Measurements are made using drifting sinusoidal gratings of 50% contrast, and temporal frequency of 2 Hz. All other data
presented in this article are also obtained with the same contrast and temporal frequency unless otherwise noted. For this run, a spatial frequency
determined by a manual search procedure is used (see Materials and Methods). Zero degrees for orientation in this and all other figures represents
horizontal. All stimulus conditions are presented in a randomly interleaved fashion. The amplitude of the first harmonic component of responses
is used as the measure of response strength for simple cells. Preferred orientations for the left and right eyes are 30” and 15”, respectively. B, Spatial
frequency tuning curves are shown for the two eyes. The optimal spatial frequency is 0.75 c/degree. C, PSTHs are shown in response to dichoptic
presentation of drifting gratings. Relative phase between the two gratings is varied in 45” steps. A blank stimulus condition (NULL) and monocular
presentations (R and L) are interleaved in the stimulus set. D, Response strengths computed from data in C are plotted against relative phase. A
best-fitting (least-squares criterion) sinusoid for the dichoptic data is shown (solid curve) from which an index of the degree of binocular interaction
(BII) is extracted. Monocular response levels are represented at the right margin (R and L). This neuron showed no spontaneous discharge.
that is, a blank

screenwith zero contrast and mean luminance
equal to that of the gratingsis presented.As is typical for simple
cells, there is no spontaneousactivity for this neuron. Finally,
the PSTH data at the top of Figure 2C show results from monocular tests run interleaved with those of the dichoptic sequence.All of theseconditions were testedin a singleinterleaved
run to reduce the effects of responsevariability over time. The
data of Figure 2Care harmonically analyzed (by discreteFourier
analysis) at the temporal frequency of the drifting grating, and
the resulting first harmonic responseamplitudes are plotted
against relative phaseof the gratings in Figure 20. Also shown
here, by arrowheadsat the right margin, are the results of the
interleaved monocular runs.
Since simple cells are characterized by linear spatial summation over their receptive fields, the expected result of phaseshifted dichoptic grating presentationis a periodic function with
a period of 360” as shown in Figure 20. Note the exquisitely
tuned responseas relative phaseis varied such that a smooth
transition occurs from facilitation to suppression.In this case,

the cell is totally suppressedat a relative phase of 180” and
maximally facilitated at 0” or 360”. It shouldbe noted that these
phasevalues are relative since we are not able to measureabsolute disparity. For example, the relative phasevalue of zero
most likely doesnot representa sinusoidaligned at corresponding points on the two retinas. All simple cellsthat can be driven
by stimulation of either eye exhibit this phase-specificresponse.
To determine the degreeof binocular interaction, we obtain a
binocular interaction index (BII) by fitting a cycle of a sinusoid
to the binocular data in Figure 20. This index is the ratio of
the amplitude of the fitted sinusoidto the meanof all binocular
responses(Ohzawa and Freeman, 1986a).This index is usedto
classify binocular interaction types (seebelow).
Note for the data in Figure 2 that responseamplitudes for
the monocular testsdone in conjunction with the dichoptic run
are lower than those for orientation and spatial frequency sequences.This is a frequent finding, and it could be due to a
relatively strong adaptation effect causedby dichoptic presentations. A full description of results of tests with simple cells
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for dichoptic stimulation with phase-varying gratingsfor adults
has been published previously (Ohzawa and Freeman, 1986a).
For complex cells, ON and OFF regions are mixed together
within the receptive field and position of the stimulus within
the receptive field is relatively unimportant. Therefore, relative
phase shifts in the dichoptic mode should not changethe discharge rate of the cell. For around 40% of complex cells, this
expected finding is realized, and an example is shown in Figure
3, A and B, which depicts PSTHs and phasetuning in the same
format asFigure 2, C and D, respectively. For this complex cell,
responsesare unmodulated and dichoptic stimulation resultsin
a facilitatory response.
For another 40% of complex cells, dichoptic responsesare
phasespecific and closely similar to those from simple cells.An
example of this type of responseis shown in Figure 3, C and
D. In this case, dichoptic stimulation at the optimal relative
phaseelicited an enormous facilitation of the responsethat exceeded substantially the sum of the monocular responses.In
previous work, we have shown that the phase-specificresponses
of these complex cells result from linear summation of inputs
from the two eyes at subunits that are organized similarly to
simple cell receptive fields (Ohzawa and Freeman, 1986b).The
remaining complex cellseither were monocular or showednonphase-specificsuppression.In summary, sincenearly all of sim-

Figure 3. Responses
of two complex
cellsfrom adult catsareshown.These
complexcellsdisplaytwo main types
of binocular interactions observed
amongcomplexcells;non-phase-specific and phase-specific
types (seeResults).For thesetests,relativephasebetweendichopticallypresentedgratings
are varied in 30” steps.A and B show
responses
of a non-phase-specific
complex cell in a format similarto that of
Figure2, C and D. The preferredorientationandspatialfrequencyare270”
and0.4 c/degree,respectively.C and D
depictresponses
of anothercomplexcell
that exhibiteda phase-specific
binocular interaction.The preferredorientation and spatialfrequencyare 100”
and 1.2 c/degree,respectively.The
spontaneous
discharge
ratesare shown
in B and D by brokenlinesparallelto
the horizontalaxis.

ple cells and about half of complex cells show phase-specific
responsesto dichoptic stimuli, the majority of cortical cells
(around 75%) in adult cats exhibit linear summation in binocular convergence.
Kittens: 3 and 4 weekspostnatal
At 3 and 4 weekspostnatal, we expected resultsto show clear
differencesfrom the propertiesof adult cellsbasedon a previous
study (Pettigrew, 1974) that is, a relatively large proportion of
nonspecific responsesand generally broad tuning functions for
those cells that could be activated. This expectation was not
fulfilled. In fact, we find that cortical cells in kittens at both 3
and 4 weekspostnatal are quite responsiveand well tuned for
all stimuli we presentedincluding changesofbinocular disparity.
Furthermore, all binocular interaction types that are found in
adult cats are also observed in these kittens. Since we do not
find any substantial differences in terms of tuning properties
between 3 and 4 weekspostnatal, we first present a brief summary of 4 week data, and more detailed results from 3 week
kittens. This is becauseone of the purposesof this study is to
determine the earliest age at which one can observe disparity
selective responses.
Four types of binocular responsesfrom kittens at 4 weeks
postnatal are shown in Figure 4. In this and in the following
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Figure 4. Responses of four cortical
neurons from 4 week postnatal kittens
are shown. Each panel represents results from different neurons. The format of each panel is the same as that
of Figure 20. Curves indicated by open
and solid circles show results of identical measurements taken at different
times (10-30 min apart) to estimate
variability of responses over time. A,
Data from a phase-specific simple cell
are shown. The solidcurve without symbols represents responses when the orientation of the grating presented to the
left eye was made orthogonal to that for
the right eye. B, Responses of a phasespecific complex cell are shown. C, Responses of a non-phase-specific complex cell are presented. D, Responses of
a simple cell with non-phase-specific
suppression are illustrated. Preferred
orientations and optimal spatial frequencies of cells A-D are, respectively,
357”, 160”,0”,and80”and0.6,0.6,0.8,
and 0.3 c/degree.
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figures, we have connected the data points by line segments
instead of showing a best-fit single cycle of a sinusoid. This is
done to maintain clarity. For classifying the binocular response
types, we have used a fitting procedure to obtain a binocular
interaction index (BII) from eachrun. In Figure 4A, resultsfrom
a dichoptic phaserun for a phase-specificsimplecell are shown.
The basic features of the responsesare indistinguishable from
those of the adult simple cell shown in Figure 2. The response
goesthrough a cycle of facilitation and complete suppressionas
the relative phaseis varied over 360”. Resultsfrom an identical
secondrun (soIid circles) show a similar curve to the first one
(opencircles)except for a slightreduction in the responsestrength.
This suggeststhat the method for obtaining relative disparity
tuning functions is quite stableover time. We conducted similar
repeat runs following delays of lo-30 min after the first setsfor
about 30% of the cells, and in each case, results were closely
similar and quite consistent.The curve without symbolsin Figure 4A representsresponsesof the cell when the orientation of
the left eye grating was perpendicular to that of the right eye
(and optimal orientation). In this case,no binocular interaction
is observed. This was true for all casesin our previous study
on adult cats (Ohzawa and Freeman, 1986a,b).
Figure 4B showsresults from a phase-specificcomplex cell.
For this cell, the two repeated runs produced closely matched
tuning curves. The maximum binocular responseis substantially strongerthan monocular responselevels. The complex cell
presentedin Figure 4C exhibited non-phase-specificfacilitation.
There is no relative-phase dependence in the binocular responses.The binocular responselevel, however, is somewhat
stronger than either of the monocular responselevels that are
indicated by arrowheadsat the right margin of the panel. The
simple cell presentedin Figure 40 showednon-phase-specific
suppression.Two repeatedmeasurementsshow nearly identical
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responsepatterns. Cells exhibiting this type of suppressionare
nearly always monocular when examined one eye at a time. In
this case,the cell could not be activated through the right eye
at all, yet the simultaneousstimulation of this eye with the left
eyeproduced markedly smallerresponsesthan thoseelicited by
stimulation of the left eye alone. Theserepresentativecellsfrom
4 week postnatal kittens, presentedin Figure 4, show that all
four binocular interaction types found in adults are alsopresent
among cortical cells of 4 week kittens. Furthermore, all of the
basic features of eachresponsetype are also similar to thoseof
adults. A summary of the relative frequenciesof each of these
four types is presentedbelow.
Resultsfor a simple cell from the 3 week postnatal agegroup
are shownin Figure 5. Monocular tuning bandwidths are typical
for orientation and spatial frequency (47” and 1.5 octaves, respectively) for the right eye, which dominates the cell (ocular
dominance is group 5). Responsesare vigorous and regular for
the right eyeand weakbut consistentfor the left. In the dichoptic
sequence(Fig. 5C), responsesare clearly modulated at the temporal frequency of the drift rate. The resultsof harmonic analysis, shown in Figure 5D for the first harmonic (open circles),
indicate clear phase(disparity) specificity as observedin adults
and 4 week kitten simple cells. Suppressionis complete such
that the cell is virtually turned off at relative phasesfrom 120”
to 180”. A secondcurve (solid circles) representsdata collected
20 min after the first dichoptic run wascompleted. Resultsfor
the secondrun are nearly superimposedon those for the first,
indicating reliability and stability of measurements.
The BII value for this cell is 1.23 for the two tests, which
indicates that it is highly tuned for relative phase.On the other
hand, peak spatial frequency is relatively low (0.25 c/degree),
and therefore the effective disparity tuning is correspondingly
broad if representedas spatial displacement (in arc minutes)
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rather than by phase.Although the optimal spatial frequency is

within the standard range for adults (Movshon et al., 1978),
mean peak spatial frequency clearly increaseswith agebeyond
3 weeks postnatal (seebelow). Finally, note that peak response
values for monocular testsinterleaved in the dichoptic run are
slightly lower than those for each eye tested alone (Fig. 5AJ3).
This may reflect an adaptation effect in the former caseasnoted
above.
Another example of a responseset from a kitten at 3 weeks
is presentedin Figure 6. In this case,the cell is a complex type
and responsesoverall are relatively weak. The monocular data
of Figure 6B show well-tuned spatial frequency selectivity (1.3
octaves) with equal responsesfor left and right eyes. For the
orientation

tuning

run (Fig. 64,
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Figure 5. These results are for a phase-specific simple cell from a 3
week kitten. The format of the figure is identical to that of Figure 2. In
C and D, relative phase between dichoptically presented gratings is
varied in 30” steps. D shows the results of two repeated measurements
taken 15 min apart (open and solid circles). The solid curve without
symbols shows responses when the orientation of the left grating is made
orthogonal to that of the right grating. The preferred orientations are
1 lo” and 120” for left and right eyes, respectively. The optimal spatial
frequency is 0.2 c/degree.
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Figure 6. A complexcell from a 3 weekpostnatalkitten produces
phase-specific responses. The format of this figure is identical to that
of Figure 5. The preferred orientation and optimal spatial frequency are
110” and 0.2 c/degree, respectively.

dominant, and orientation and spatial frequency tuning functions for both eyesare well defined (Fig. 7AJ). As is typical for
around half of complex cells in adults, the PSTH data in Figure
7C show an increasein overall average dischargerate that is
relatively independent of phase.For this cell, null presentation
yields nearly no spontaneousactivity. Resultsof harmonic analysis at the zero harmonic (DC component) are shown in Figure
70. Although responselevels vary somewhatwith phase,there
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responses of the right eye are

somewhatstronger and those for the left eye are irregular. What
is striking about this cell’s responsepattern is that it is highly
tuned for disparity. In the PSTH data (Fig. 6c) for phasesof
30”-120”, the cell is completely silent. The spontaneousdischarge
is not particularly strong for a complex cell, but present nevertheless.The same result is shown graphically in Figure 60,
which gives the average firing rate (DC component) responseas
a function of phase.The responsechangessharply with phase
(disparity) with a peak at 240”. The secondcurve here (solid
circles) gives the result of a repeat test conducted 30 min after
the first. Once again, resultsare quite similar, except for a small
reduction in the responsiveness,and indicate that this method
of determining the disparity tuning of cortical cellsis consistent
and reliable.
Results for a third cell from kittens at 3 weeks postnatal is
shown in Figure 7. In this case, the left eye is only slightly
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Figure 7. In this case, also for a complex cell from a 3 week kitten,
binocular responses are non-phase-specific. The format of the figure is
identical to that of Figure 5. The preferred orientation and optimal
spatial frequency are 125” and 0.2 c/degree, respectively.
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Figure 8. For this complex cell, also from a 3 week kitten, dichoptic
responses are suppressed in a non-phase-specific manner. The format
of the figure is identical to that of Figure 5. The preferred orientation
and optimal spatial frequency (for the left eye) are 100” and 0.3 c/degree,
respectively.

is no clear disparity tuning. The BII is 0.12, which is well below
the criterion 0.3 for classification of phasespecificity (Ohzawa
and Freeman, 1986a). The discharge rate in responseto dichoptic stimuli is comparableto that for monocular conditions.
This type of non-phase-specificresponseis typical of complex
cells in adult cats (Ohzawa and Freeman, 1986b).
Another type of binocular interaction from a 3 week kitten,
relatively infrequently encountered, is given in Figure 8. This
is an example of non-phase-specificsuppression.This is a complex cell, although substantial modulation is observed at the
temporal frequency of the stimuli. The DC component of the
responsesis stronger for monocular stimulation (the left eye
responseof Fig. SC, and the responsesfor the conditions of Fig.
8A,B for which PSTHs are not shown). With dichoptic stimulation, where suppressionof the responseoccurs, modulation
of the responseat the temporal frequency used is considerably
enhanced, and this causesa reversal of the ratio of the first
harmonic to the DC component. This type of borderline classification caseis observed for cells that exhibit phase-specific
binocular interaction aswell as for the non-phase-specificsuppressiontype.
Unlike the previous examples, the cell whose responsesare
shown in Figure 8 appearsto be strictly monocular when tested
one eye at a time (Fig. 8A,B). Clear responsesare seenfor the
left eye, and tuning bandwidths for orientation and spatial frequency are typical of those found in adults (53” and 1.9 octaves,
respectively). The cell is completely silentfor stimulation through
the right eye, yet with dichoptic presentation, stimulation of the
silent eye clearly has a suppressiveeffect. This effect is seenin
the PSTH data of Figure 8C for the dichoptic sequence.For the
right eye,there is no response.However, for phase-varying stimulation, responsesare clearly reduced compared to monocular
levels. This is seengraphically after harmonic analysis(Fig. 8D)
so that responsesare suppressedacrossthe full range of relative
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Figure 9. Responses of four additional cells from 3 week postnatal
kittens are shown here. Results in each panel are from different cells.
The format of each panel is the same as that of Figure 20. A, Data from
a phase-specific simple cell are shown. The solid curve without symbols
denotes responses when the orientation of the grating for the right eye
is orthogonal to that for the left eye. B, Responses are shown for a phasespecific complex cell. Results of two repeated measurements are presented (open and solid circles). C, Data from a complex cell that exhibited
non-phase-specific facilitation are shown. D, In this case, a simple cell
exhibited non-phase-specific suppression. Results of two repeated measurements are presented. Preferred orientation and optimal spatial frequency of cells A-D are, respectively, 80”, 200”, 160”, and 120” and 0.2,
0.2, 0.4, and 0.2 c/degree.

phases.Once again, a secondcomplete dichoptic run was made
(solid circles) 20 min after completion of the first and results
are nearly superimposed.Theseresultsdemonstrateclearly that
an eyethat is unresponsivewhen stimulatedalone can be clearly
influential and therefore functionally connectedto the cell when
testsare conducted in a dichoptic mode. We have observed this
type of behavior previously in studiesof both normal (Ohzawa
and Freeman, 1986a,b) and visually deprived (Freeman and
Ohzawa, 1988; Ohzawa and Freeman, 1988) cats.
Results from four additional cells from kittens at 3 weeks
postnatal are shownin Figure 9. In Figure 9A, data from a phasespecificsimple cell are presented.As with the casepresentedin
Figure 5, the phase-specificbinocular interaction is lost when
the orientation of the grating presentedto one eye (right in this
case)is made orthogonal to that for the other eye (which is the
preferred orientation). Figure 9B shows results from a phasespecific complex cell. Interleaved monocular testselicit almost
no responsefrom the cell. However, binocular stimuli reliably
producehighly facilitated responses.
Nearly identical resultsfrom
two repeatedruns showthe stability of cell responsesand measurements.Figure 9C representsresultsfrom a complex cell that
exhibited non-phase-specificfacilitation. Virtually no tuning for
relative phaseis observed. The BII is 0.02. The binocular responsesare much stronger than either of the monocular responses,indicating a high degreeof binocular facilitation. Figure
9D presentsdata from a simple cell that showed non-phasespecific suppression. Binocular responsesare strongly suppressedfrom the monocular responselevel for the right eye.
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simplecell
Figure IO. Data are presentedhere for a phase-specific
from a 2 weekpostnatalkitten. The format of the figure is identical to
that of Figure2. The preferredorientationsare 20” and 5” for the left
and right eyes, respectively. The optimal spatial frequency is 0.2 c/degree.
D showsresultsof two repeated
measurements
(openandsolid circles).

The cell could not be driven through the left eye as is typical
for this type of neuron.
Consideredtogether, theseresultsshow that all three types of
binocular interactions found in adults and 4 weekkittens, phasespecific interaction, non-phase-specificfacilitation, and nonphase-specificsuppression,are also commonly found for cells
of 3 week kittens. There is no qualitative difference in the basic
nature of these interactions between adults and kittens of this
age.A summary of the proportions of various interaction types
is presentedbelow.

Kittens: 2 weeks postnatal
At 2 weeks, it is difficult to record reliably from cells for relatively long periods. Responsesare also quite weak in general,
even from cells for which consistent data may be obtained. In
addition, many cells are unresponsiveor erratic and when recorded, they appear to be more susceptibleto adaptation and
fatigue. Theseand other characteristicshave been noted in previous work (see,e.g., Pettigrew, 1974; Blakemoreand Van Sluyters, 1975; Fregnac and Imbert, 1978; Bonds, 1979; Albus and
Wolf, 1984; Braastad and Heggelund, 1985). Nevertheless,we
were able to record successfullyfrom somecortical cells in kittens at 2 weeks. Results from a cell from a 2 week postnatal
kitten are shown in Figure 10. The monocular characteristics
are conventional except that responsestrength is quite low (Fig.
lOA,@. In the dichoptic mode, responsesare clearly modulated
and phase specific. The PSTH data (Fig. 1OC) show that the
monocular responses,which were weak initially, are now silent.
Binocular responsesare seenfor phasevalues between 90” and
270”. Results of harmonic analysis of the data, presented in
Figure 1OD (first harmonic), show clear disparity tuning. A repeated dichoptic sequence,run 40 min after the first, results in
a completely consistent disparity tuning profile (solid circles)
with only a small reduction

in responsiveness.
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Figure I I. Responses are shown of four additional cells from 2 week
postnatal kittens. Results in each panel are from different cells. The
format of each panel is the same as that of Figure 20. A, Data from a
phase-specific simple cell are shown. Results of two repeated measurements are presented. B and C, Results from two phase specific simple
cells are presented. D, Responses from a simple cell that exhibited nonphase-specific suppression are shown here. Preferred orientations and
optimal spatial frequencies of the cells A-D are, respectively, 29”, 200”,
200”, and 39” and 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.25 c/degree.

Additional examplesof binocular responsesof cells from 2
week postnatal kittens are given in Figure 11. Figure 1M-C
representsresults from phase-specificsimple cells. A repeated
measurementin Figure 11A again confirms reliability of the
measurementsand stability of the responses.A simplecell, presented in Figure

11 D, exhibited

non-phase-specific

suppression

where the binocular responselevel is around half of that for the
left eye alone.Theseresultsshowthat even at 2 weekspostnatal,
cells in the kitten’s visual cortex are binocular and exhibit the
sametypes of binocular interactions as those found in normal
adult cats. We note, however,

that responses are generally

very

weak and substantialnumbersof cellscannot be studiedreliably
at this age.Thesefactors are consideredbelow (seeDiscussion).

Summary of monocular characteristics
Since we have conducted detailed monocular measurementsof
orientation and spatial frequency tuning properties of all cells
we studied, data are available to showhow thesecharacteristics
vary with age. The properties we have summarized are orientation bandwidth, spatial frequency bandwidth, optimal spatial
frequency, and peak responseas presented in Figure 124-0,
respectively. Sample sizesfor kittens of 2, 3, and 4 weeksand
for adults are 39, 102, 66, and 106, respectively. Thesesample
sizesare slightly smaller than those for Figures 13 and 14 becauseof incomplete data for somemonocular runs (e.g., some
orientation tuning runs did not span a sufficiently large range,
thereby missingthe falloff to below half of the peak on one side).
For each cell, the dominant eye was used to obtain the data,
that is, the eyethrough which the greatestresponsewasobtained
for optimal stimuli.
Figure 12Apresentsorientation tuning bandwidth, calculated
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Figure 12. Development of monocular properties of cortical neurons
is presented. Each data point depicts the mean of the values for all cells
at each age group. Error bars in all panels show the SD of the mean. A,
Development ofthe bandwidth for orientation tuning is given (full width
at half of the peak response). B, Development of the bandwidth for
spatial frequency tuning is shown (full width at half of the peak response
in octaves). C, Development of optimal spatial frequencies of cells is
shown. D, Development of peak firing rates of cells is shown for binocular (solid circles) and monocular (open circles) tests. The peak firing
rate is the maximum DC or the first harmonic amplitude determined
by harmonic analysis of PSTH data in response to presentation of drifting sinusoidal grating stimuli. The upward error bar for adults in this
panel is clipped at 50, but is nearly the same length as the downward
error bar. This is done to show changes of the means clearly.

as the full width of the tuning function at half the height of the
curve, that is, at half the maximum response,at each age.The
curve is flat from 3 weeks postnatal to adult ages,but it is
somewhat broader at 2 weeks. Spread of the distribution is
roughly comparable at all age groups. These results on bandwidth show that developmental changesare minimal for orientation tuning for the entire age range studied. Spatial frequency bandwidth (Fig. 12B), calculated as the width of the
tuning curve in octaves at half the full amplitude of the response,
is virtually flat acrossall ages,and spreadof the distribution is
also nearly constant. The mean bandwidths are just below 2
octaves for all ages.
Mean optimal spatial frequencies, shown for kittens of different agesand for adults, are presentedon a log scale,since
spatial frequency tuning curves possess,on average, constant
octave bandwidths despite changesin the center frequency as

shown in Figure 12B. This indicates geometric scalingwith respectto spatialfrequency. The meansand the SDSare computed
accordingly asgeometricalmeans.As the data show, mean optimal spatial frequency increasesmonotonically through all kitten agesstudied and from the oldest kitten to the adult. Spread
of the distribution of optimal values is approximately constant
at all ages.The finenessof disparity tuning depends on the
preferred spatial frequency of the neuron. Therefore, the data
on optimal grating spatial frequency at different agesare a factor
that affects developmental changesin disparity sensitivity. This
implication is consideredin somedetail in the Discussion.
Responsestrengthof cortical neuronsis known to be relatively
weak in young kittens, and we examined how it changeswith
age. Figure 120 showsthe development of the peak response.
Peak firing rates are obtained separately for monocular and
binocular conditions. Maximum firing rates are used as determined by harmonic analysesof PSTH data, and the values do
not represent instantaneous firing rates. Although peak responsesare obtained separately for monocular and binocular
conditions, the two show nearly identical changeswith age.Of
course,aswe observe from phasetuning curves and monocular
control levels, the maximum binocular responseis almost always greater than monocular responseswhen they are interleaved in a single run. The similarity of the monocular and
binocular peak responsesin Figure 120 reflects a general tendency that the monocular peak firing ratesin the first two monocular tests(orientation and spatial frequency tuning) are quite
high, but are reduced substantially once interleaved into the
binocular stimulus set. In any case, the peak responsegrows
dramatically with age, and this change clearly continues well
after 4 weekspostnatal.
Consideredtogether, thesedata show that monocular tuning
characteristicsfor cortical cells are establishedquite early developmentally. The implication is that the wiring that underlies
this specificity is genetically establishedand does not require
visual experiencein the early stages.
Summary

of binocular

characteristics

The standardestimateof binocularity of a neuron isajudgement
of the relative

degree to which

a given eye dominates

a cortical

cell. Ocular dominance is specified by a subjective scale,generally 1-7, first used by Hubel and Wiesel (1962), to indicate
the degreeto which a given eye dominates a neuron. However,
the test is conducted monoptically and it doesnot provide information about how a cell respondswhen both eyes are activated simultaneously. To be fair, Hubel and Wiesel’s original
definition ofthe 7-scaleocular dominanceclassificationcontains
provisions for taking into account inhibitory and subthreshold
influences from the nondominant eye. In practice, however,
theseinfluences from the nondominant
eye have been ignored
or missedin almost all studiesbecausethey are not detectable
with standard monoptic

tests. For this reason, ocular dominance

can only provide at best a rough measureof binocularity of a
population of cortical neurons.However, this classificationsystem is so universal that we have noted the ocular dominance
of each neuron that we studied. We baseour subjective classification of ocular dominance on graphic plots of responsesobtained in the first two runs for each cell, that is, orientation and
spatialfrequency tuning curvesfor left and right eyes(e.g.,panels
A and B of Figs. 2, 5-7, 8, and 10). Ocular dominance distributions for the kittens are similar among themselves and similar
to those of earlier studies from our laboratory as well as those
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Figure 14. The changeof relative proportionsof the four majorcategoriesof cells,asa function of age,are presentedhere.The data of
Figure13are summarized
hereto makechanges
with ageclearer.

adults. Samplesize is relatively small for the 2 week group, but
patterns are generally similar to those for the other ages.There
are more phase-specificcomplex cellsthan simplefor the 2 week
Suppression
group, and this is clearly the reverse of that for the other ages.
4 week
There are also relatively more monocular cells for the 2 week
Monocular
(N=78)
group, and this is shown more distinctly in Figure 14.
A further summary of these data is given in Figure 14. For
60
20
40
0
eachagegroup, four categoriesare shown. First, proportions are
D
indicated for cells that showed phase-specificbinocular interPhase specific
actions (coarsely hatched areas).This category includes those
Non-phase specific
cells that appeared monocular when each eye was stimulated
Suppression
alone, but exhibited clear phase-specificinteraction when binocularly stimulated. Proportions in this category for 2, 3, and
Monocular
4 week postnatal kittens and for adults are 35%, 65%, 64%, and
m Complex
0
Simple
56%, respectively. Clearly, the proportions in this category remain relatively constant with age from 3 weeks postnatal. A
Figure 13. Cellsareclassified
into four groupsaccordingto the type
second
category (finely hatched areas)is cells that are clearly
of their binocularinteraction.The classifications
are madeseparately
for simpleandcomplexcellsfor eachagegroup.SeeResultsfor details activated through each eye alone but do not exhibit tuning for
of eachclassification.
relative phase. No substantial changeis observed for the proportions of cells of this type at all ages.A third category (solid
areas)is cells that appear to be monocular when only one eye
of others. Specifically, all ocular dominance histogramspeak
is tested at a time. However, dichoptic stimulation showsclear
around the center and show that a large majority of cells are
binocular function, which in this caseis oneof inhibition. When
driven by either eye. This obtains for kittens at all agesstudied
both eyes are stimulated simultaneously, the cell’s responseis
and for adults.
suppressedto below that for monoptic stimulation alone. The
A better method to characterize the binocular properties of
important point here is that the correct assessment
of the physcortical neuronsis to study them with dichoptic stimuli. Inputs
iological status of this cell is not obtained by monoptic stimufrom the two eyesmay interact extensively, as shownin a numlation. Only dichoptic stimulation reveals the functional input
ber of studies (e.g., Barlow et al., 1967; Bishop et al., 1971;
Ferster, 1981; LeVay and Voigt, 1988). We have studied these from the eyethat is silent when it is stimulated alone.Therefore,
thesethree categoriestogether representcells that are binocular
binocular interactions developmentally with robust stimuli
in the widest sense,such that cells maintain some functional
spanning large regions of the visual fields. A summary of the
connections(excitatory or inhibitory or both) from the two eyes.
results for the four agegroups we have studied is as follows.
The proportions of binocular cellsare 65%, 89%, 9 l%, and 86%,
Types of binocular interaction as determined by dichoptic
respectively, in kittens at 2, 3, and 4 weeks postnatal and in
presentation of phase-varying gratings are shown in Figure 13.
adults. Finally, a fourth category is included in Figure 14 that
For 3 and 4 week postnatal kittens and adults, the majority of
indicates monocular cells (open areas).Theseneuronscan only
binocularly excitable simple cellsshow phase-specificbinocular
be activated through one eye and did not show any binocular
interaction. In addition, binocularly excitable complex cells,
interaction. These are cells for which we could not detect any
which comprise the majority, are nearly equally divided into
evidence of binocularity, that is, no excitatory or inhibitory
phase-specificand non-phase-specifictypes. The remaining catinput from one eye. In this case,dichoptic stimulation gives
egories, non-phase-specificsuppressionand monocular, both
results that are identical to those from monoptic tests. Once
have small and comparableproportions in 3 and 4 week kittens
again, data for 3 and 4 weekkittens and adultsare closelysimilar
and adults. Therefore, the results indicate that binocular interto each other. A substantially higher proportion of monocular
action characteristics of cortical cells from kittens of postnatal
cells is found for kittens at 2 weeks.The proportions for 2, 3,
weeks3 and 4 are quite similar to each other and to thosefrom
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Figure 15. Proportions of monocular and binocular neurons, as estimated by monoptic tests and dichoptic measurements, are shown for
each of the age groups we have studied. The areas with coarse hatching
represent neurons that are determined as binocular by alternate tests of
each eye (ocular dominance groups 2-6). The areas with fine hatching
represent apparently monocular cells that show phase-specific binocular
interactions. The solid areas indicate the proportions of cells that appeared monocular but showed non-phase-specific suppression. The open
areas represent the proportions of true monocular cells.

and 4 week kittens and for adults, are 35%, 1l%, 9%, and 14%,
respectively.
Finally, it is of interest to compare estimatesof the degrees
of binocularity of cortical cells using conventional monoptic
tests with those obtained from dichoptic presentations.Figure
15 presentsa summary of the “binocularity” of the sampleof
cellswe studied. As a routine procedure, we determinethe ocular
dominance of each cell by visual inspection of tuning curves for
spatial frequency and orientation. During these tests, stimuli
are presented monoptically by interleaving left and right eye
stimuli in a singlerun. The proportion of cellsthat have ocular
dominance values 2-6 is shown in Figure 15 for eachagegroup
as binocular (area with coarse hatching). Around 63-70% of
the cells in all age groups appear to be binocular by this subjective determination. The rest of the cells appear to be monocular basedon these monoptic tests. However, a substantial
fraction of theseapparently monocular neuronsshowclear binocular interactions. Except for the 2 week kittens, about a third
of the apparently monocular neuronsexhibit phase-specificbinocular interactions (shown by finely hatched areas).Roughly
another third of apparent monocular cells for 3 and 4 week
kittens and adults show non-phase-specificsuppression(shown
by the solid areas). Together, these two groups of apparently
monocular cellsare in fact clearly binocular, and they represent
approximately 20% of all cells at 3 weeks postnatal and after.
There are apparently many more truly monocular cells in the
caseof kittens at 2 weeks. These results show clearly that binocular inputs to a substantial number of cellsare missedif only
monoptic testsare used.Therefore, the study of binocular function may be seriously compromised by the exclusive use of
monoptic visual tests.

Discussion
In this study, we have determined monocular and binocular
responsecharacteristics of cortical cells in kittens at three different agesand in adult cats. Our aim was to provide data on
developmental changeswith an emphasison binocular vision.

General

developmental

factors

In previous work, attempts have been made to estimate proportions of cells that are responsive and stimulus specific in
kittens at different ages.Since optical quality doesnot appear
to limit visual function (Bonds and Freeman, 1978), developmental changesoccur primarily asa result of alterations in neural organization. Nevertheless,recording from an intact kitten
at postnatal 1 or 2 weeksis extremely difficult. Recordingsfrom
peripheral pathways (retina and LGN) show that reliable responsesoccur during postnatal week 3 (e.g., Rusoff and Dubin,
1977; Daniels et al., 1978). Recently, an isolated retina-eyecup
preparation hasbeenusedto study retinal ganglioncells in very
young kittens. Resultsshowthat by postnatalday 9, all ganglion
cells are visually responsive (Tootle, 1991). Anatomical techniques, including the use of neuronal tracers and intracellular
staining, have also been used.It has been shown, for example,
that horizontal connectionsin the striate cortex of kittens emerge
early but are refined considerably up to around the sixth postnatal weekwhen patternsbecomeadultlike (Callaway and Katz,
1990).
The question of proportions of responsive cells at different
agesis difficult to assess
adequately. To do this, one must advance an electrodeslowly and methodically soasto isolateevery
cell possiblealong a track. A cell is unresponsive if it is not
active during visual stimulation, but it must have sufficient
spontaneousactivity to allow its identification. While this may
occur in the retina or LGN, cellsin the visual cortex aregenerally
silent or have low spontaneousactivity, soit is not obvious how
to specify proportions of visually active cells.If every other cell
along an electrodetrack were silent, it would not be possibleto
distinguish this condition from one in which every cell was
active. One could easily reach the fallacious conclusion that all
cells were active in either condition. In our present study, we
did not attempt to assesssystematically the proportions of visually responsivecells in young kittens at different ages.However, at 3 weekspostnatal or older, nearly all cells we recorded
were visually responsiveand stimulus specific for orientation
and spatial frequency. With the proviso mentioned above, that
we may have failed to note some cells that were not visually
activated, these results are consistent with those of previous
studies(Albus and Wolf, 1984;Braastadand Heggelund, 1985).
Consideredtogether, thesefindings indicate that the spatial organization of cortical receptive fields is innate. Of course, there
could be some cells for which this does not apply, and their
developmental specificity may rely on input from other neurons
that are innately specifiedand act as precursors.
In previous work on developmental changesin the visual
cortex of kittens, differences have been found with respect to
cell type and cortical lamina (Albus and Wolf, 1984). In particular, simplecells are thought to emergebefore complex cells.
Complex cellswerenot found during the secondpostnatal week
and were scarceduring week 3. This has been attributed to a
lack of functional polysynaptic inputs (Albus and Wolf, 1984).
Our experimentsdid not include kittens at agesyounger than 2
weekspostnatal, and most of our data were obtained from animals of 3 weeksor older. We find no evidence of consistent
differences in proportions of simple and complex cells at different ages.In our samples,simple cells comprised 43%, 59%,
67%, and 44% in kittens at 2, 3, and 4 weekspostnatal and in
adults, respectively. Nearly all other cells were of a complex
type, although there were someat the youngest agesfor which
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categorization was somewhat difficult. Our finding that proportions of simple and complex cells remain constant during early
development is consistent with that of Braastad and Heggelund
(1985), who also found no evidence of differential emergence
of these cell types.
Minimal attention has been paid in previous investigations
to the possibility of laminar differences in developmental processes. However, Albus and Wolf( 1984) report differences based
on laminar analysis. Specifically, cells in layers 4 and 6 of areas
17 and 18 exhibit clear response patterns in the youngest kittens
while those in layers 2, 3, and 5 are generally not visually responsive until the fourth postnatal week (Albus and Wolf, 1984).
The implication is that input layers from the LGN are mature
relatively early in development. On the other hand, Tsumoto
and Suda (1982) report that maturation of functional properties
of cortical cells begins in layer 5. According to their study,
developmental maturation occurs considerably later in layers
2, 3, and the lower half of layer 6.
This kind of laminar analysis requires large sample sizes in
order to provide comparable numbers for each layer. Since our
study requires extensive study of each neuron, we do not have
sufficient sample sizes for realistic laminar comparisons. This
is especially problematic for our sample of kittens at 2 weeks
postnatal. However, our data from 3 week kittens and beyond
suggest no developmental laminar differences. Our samples include cells from layers with mainly intracortical connections (2,
3, and 5), and there are no obvious differences with age.
Development of monocular properties
For cells from which we recorded for periods sufficient to obtain
reliable data, results show that monocular tuning properties for
orientation and spatial frequency are nearly constant across all
age groups. The exception is that orientation bandwidth is broader
at 2 weeks, but spread is rather large and overlaps considerably
with that for other age groups. In any case, the data are consistent
with those of previous quantitative studies of orientation selectivity (e.g., Sherk and Stryker, 1976). Although these monocular
tuning characteristics are generally constant with age, optimal
spatial frequency values increase progressively from 2 weeks
postnatal into adulthood. The rate of increase of optimal spatial
frequency is 0.6 octave/week from postnatal week 2 to 4. This
is comparable with that reported previously (Derrington and
Fuchs, 1981, their Fig. 4). As noted above (see Results), this
change in optimal spatial frequency, together with other factors,
contributes to the increase in the fineness of disparity selectivity
with age.
Development of binocular properties
In general, binocular response characteristics are present in kittens at the youngest age we examined (postnatal 2 weeks). Furthermore, proportions of binocular cells and types and frequencies of binocular interactions are nearly identical from 3
weeks postnatal into adulthood. Even at 2 weeks, most cells
exhibit responses to stimulation of either eye. Obviously, these
results mean that binocular connections are formed and maintained in a precise arrangement from a very early stage in development. It is interesting to note that this occurs in spite of
an apparent gross visual misalignment of the eyes of young
kittens (Sherman, 1972). We have shown previously that this
apparent misalignment applies to the pupillary axes but not to
the visual axes, which appear to be constant from postnatal day
14 to adulthood (Olson and Freeman, 1978).
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Since binocular interaction involves both excitatory and inhibitory processes, it is of interest to know if these two types of
connections develop in a similar sequence. In one study, excitatory responses are reported to develop first (Pettigrew, 1974).
However, a second report suggests that both binocular facilitation and binocular inhibition are demonstrable in kittens at
2 weeks postnatal, although no data are given (Albus and Wolf,
1984). Our results show clearly that both inhibitory and excitatory processes are active during binocular stimulation in kittens
at the youngest age, that is, 2 weeks. This is because inhibition
is needed to reduce binocular response levels below those for
monocular activation in phase-specific binocular interaction experiments. Furthermore, the types of binocular interaction are
relatively constant at all ages studied from the youngest kittens
to the adults. Proportions of phase-specific cells in kittens at
postnatal weeks 2, 3, and 4 and in adults are 35%, 65%, 64%,
and 56%, respectively. Relative proportions of suppressive types
are 2%, 9%, 1 l%, and 8%, respectively. Considered together,
these results show that the neural organization of binocular
vision is developed and functional at around the earliest age at
which it can be effectively measured.
In spite of the early emergence of binocular vision in kittens,
there are clear changes in other visually related functions with
age. For example, neurotransmitter
phenotypes develop relatively late in postnatal maturation (Fosse et al., 1989). The most
prominent physiological difference that we have noted is between weeks 2 and 3. During this period, there is a substantial
increase in proportions of binocular cells. General responsiveness of cells also changes dramatically, and quantitative experiments become much easier for 3 week kittens compared with
2 weeks postnatal. One possible explanation for this change is
that the effective threshold for driving cortical cells is relatively
high until around 3 weeks postnatal. In this case, it might be
possible to lower the threshold by manipulation of the local
environment of the cells from which we record by use of an
excitatory neurochemical agent. We attempted to do this with
three kittens at postnatal 2 weeks by use of a microiontophoretic
procedure in which a three-barreled glass micropipette electrode
was used. One barrel contained an electrolytically sharpened
tungsten wire, a second barrel was filled with DL-homocysteate
(DLH), and the third contained a 0.9% NaCl solution used to
balance current during iontophoresis of DLH. This procedure
has been used in previous work and details are given in other
reports (e.g., Blakemore et al., 1982; Ramoa et al., 1987). The
experiments we did with DLH were not successful. It was not
possible to increase levels of activity of cortical cells in the 2
week postnatal kittens. In fact, we had the impression that neural
activity was actually reduced following some ejections. It is
possible that a kitten’s cortex at 2 weeks is not amenable to this
kind of technique, which has many potential problems (Hicks,
1984).
Finally, results on the physiological development of binocular
vision may be compared with those from a morphological view.
Specifically, development of ocular dominance columns in layer
4 of the cat’s visual cortex has been examined by use of autoradiography of transneurally transported proline (LeVay et al.,
1978). There were periodic grain density variations at 3 weeks
postnatal and an adult pattern by around 6 weeks. Physiologically, recordings in layer 4 showed that most cells were nearly
equally responsive to either eye prior to 2 weeks of age. At 2
weeks, radioactive label formed a continuous band in layer 4,
but spillover problems complicate the interpretation of these
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in binoculardisparitythresholds(stereo
Figure 16. Predictedchanges
acuity) are given here(A-C) alongwith a comparisonwith previous
data,of proportionsof disparity-selective
cellsasa functionof age(0).
A, Disparitythresholds
areshownthat correspond
to a90”relativephase
shiftfor a gratingof spatialfrequency1SDhigherthanthemean.These
valuesarepredictedfrom the datapresented
in Figure12Candplotted
againstpostnatalage.Thisspatialfrequencyisoneestimateof thehighspatial-frequency
cutoff for a populationof neuronsfor eachagegroup.
B, Changeswith ageof interpupillarydistancefor the kitten and the
cat, from Timney (1987),areplotted here.C, Predictedthresholddisplacements
in depth,at a 50 cm fixation distance,areplotted against
ageThe thresholddisplacementat eachageis derived from values
cellsfor kittens
depictedin A andB. D, Proportionsofdisparity-selective
and catsarepresentedhere.Data from this study (solidcircles) arefor
phase-specific
binocularresponses,
andthe otherdata(opencircles) are
from a previousinvestigation(Pettigrew,1974).
results(LeVay et al., 1978).Given this difficulty and the problem
of physiological recording at 2 weeks,the presentresults are in
generalagreementwith what is known from morphologicalwork.
Developmentof binocular depth perception
Our resultsshowthat proportions of disparity-selective cellsare
relatively constant from postnatal age 3 weeksinto adulthood.
Of the factors that affect stimulus specificity (selectivity), only
optimal spatial frequency continues to develop after 3 weeks
postnatal (seeFig. 12C). The shift of the averageoptimal spatial
frequency of a cell population to higher values causesreduction
in the spatialoffset that correspondsto a given changein relative
phase.Sincethe visual systemis ableto makeuseof increasingly

higher spatial frequenciesas kittens grow, threshold disparities
expressedin terms of spatial offset (e.g., in arc minutes) should
decreaseaccordingly. This changeis likely to be a primary aspect
of the refinement of binocular disparity selectivity. With assumptions,one can make a prediction for changesin disparity
threshold (stereo acuity) at each age. Figure 16 presentsresults
of an attempt to do this. Assumptionsare asfollows. We assume
that a 90” shift in relative phasecausesa sufficient changein
the responsethat is detectableasa changein disparity. We also
assumethat cells that are tuned to relatively high spatial frequenciesdictate stereoacuity. We therefore usethe spatial frequency that is 1 SD higher than the mean basedon the results
shown in Figure 12C. The spatial offset correspondingto a 90”
phaseshift of this grating gives a predicted disparity threshold.
Theseassumptionsare arbitrary but are conservatively chosen.
Therefore, resultsof thesepredictions should be interpreted as
providing limits for possible performance, rather than as an
attempt to pinpoint the exact values. Thesepredicted disparity
thresholdsare plotted againstagein Figure 16A. The predicted
threshold decreasesmonotonically with agefrom 45 arc min at
2 weekspostnatal to about 12 arc min in adults.
The estimateof stereoacuity development expressedasactual
threshold depth differences in real space(as opposed to the
acuity expressedin angular units) also requires knowledge of
changesin interpupillary distancewith age.Figure 16B replots
interpupillary separationdata obtained by Timney (1987). The
interpupillary separationalsocontinuesto increasesubstantially
after 4 weekspostnatal. With this changein interpupillary distance in mind, the expected developmental change in depth
discrimination threshold in terms of physical displacementis
given in Figure 16C. The valuesare obtained from data in Figure
16, A and B, for the viewing distance of 50 cm. Becausethe
changesin disparity threshold (Fig. 16A) and the increasein
interpupillary distance (Fig. 16B) combine constructively, the
rate of reduction in the displacementthreshold shownin Figure
16C is larger than that for disparity threshold expressedin arc
minutes.
The data we have obtained permit an estimateof how relative
proportions of disparity-selective cells vary with age. Neurons
that exhibit phase-specificresponseswith dichoptic phase-varying stimulation are disparity selective. The proportions of cells
in this category for kittens of 2, 3, and 4 weekspostnatal and
for adults are 35%, 65%, 64%, and 56%, respectively. These
results, shown in Figure 160, demonstrate an essentially flat
function from 3 weekson. Even at 2 weeks postnatal, a substantial fraction (35%) of cells quantitatively studied are disparity selective.Consideredtogether, theseresultsshowthat the
neural substratefor disparity selectivity and, presumably, stereoscopicdepth discrimination is functional asearly as one can
reliably make the measurementsfrom cortical cells in kittens.
Included in Figure 160 are data from a previous study in
which estimateswere madeof disparity-selective cellsin kittens
at different ages(Pettigrew, 1974). These data are markedly
different from our results.They showthat there are virtually no
disparity-selective cells in kittens at 2 and 4 postnatal weeks
and only a few at week 3. The proportion at 5 weeksis 33%,
and this compareswith our finding of about 60%,asinterpolated
from 3 and 4 week kittens (65%) and adult data (56%). Results
for adults are quite similar (67% vs 56% for our sample).
The tuning properties and non-neural considerationschange
sothat disparity resolution increasesduring the first 2 postnatal
months, but theseappear as mainly a refinement. Our results
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differ substantially from those of Pettigrew (1974) who found
no cells that were disparity selective at age 4 weeks postnatal
(see Pettigrew, 1974, his Fig. 8). It is difficult to explain the
discrepancy between his results and ours. One possibility is that
the use of large, bright, sinusoidal gratings in our study enabled
us to find and record responses that would not be exhibited with
bars of light. We did not attempt to measure responses to changes
in binocular disparity with stimuli other than gratings. Another
possible contributing factor is the use in our study of quantitative techniques.
Given that cells are disparity selective at a very early age, it
is of interest to know if behavioral data from kittens show similar results. Unfortunately, there are methodological problems
such that behavioral data are not reliable until around 4 or more
weeks postnatal. Tests with a jumping stand technique have
been used to obtain data for threshold retinal disparities (Timney, 198 1). These correspond to the smallest separation of grating targets in depth that can be discriminated. Results show
some scatter, but overall there is a considerable developmental
surge between postnatal days 30 and 40. Thereafter, sensitivity
levels off (Timney, 1981). Given the limits of the procedure,
disparity selectivity appears to be expressed behaviorally as early as it is possible to measure and peak values are also apparent
soon after. The physiological results of our study also point to
a similar conclusion; that is, the binocular apparatus for stereoscopic vision matures as early as it is feasible to measure reliably.
There must, therefore, be an extensive genetic organization that
underlies this function.
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